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countries. This paper argues that such trade effects depend to a considerable extent on the way foreign direct investment is financed, through either foreign and domestic equity or foreign loans. This determinant of investment-induced trade is widely neglected in the major empirical analyses of foreign direct investment in developing countries [i.e. Reuber, 1973; Frank, 1980] . In Chapter 2 various ways of financing foreign direct investment and their hypothesized impact on home country exports are discussed. Chapter 3 provides empirical evidence on financing of foreign direct investment in Indonesia. Chapter 4 assesses the impact of the financial structure on home country exports to Indonesia. Chapter 5 summarizes the major results.
II The Relationship between Financial Structure of Foreign Direct Investment and Trade
Investment regulations in most developing countries require joint ventures between foreign investors and local investors as a precondition for a foreign firm to operate in a host country. Such joint ventures usually take the form of a minimum local equity participation, sometimes to be augmented during a certain period of operation until a majority local ownership is achieved (indigenization). Besides equity capital, loan capital is provided by the foreign investor. The relation.between equity and loan capital depends on various factors, some of which are policy-influenced such as the accessibility of the local capital market for foreigners, the differences in interest rates between the local and the international capital market, the factor intensity of the production process, and the legal requirements for local majority shareholdership. With respect to the latter factor, for instance, one may hypothesize that the loan/equity ratio will be relatively high if local counterpart funds are in short supply and if there is a strict obligation of local majority shareholdership to be fulfilled within a short period of time. Both loan and equity capital can be financed in cash as well as in kind, the latter in form of land (by the local counterpart), or raw materials, parts, components, machinery and equipment (by the foreign investor).
Again, the policy environment such as foreign exchange restrictions or currency overvaluation may provide incentives for either cash or kind payment. If restrictions are severe especially with regard to the repatriation of funds, more incentives may exist in favour of payment in kind instead of in cash.
As a result, there is always a trade effect associated with financing of foreign direct investment if a foreign loan or equity is financed in kind. How large this trade effect is in absolute as well as in relative terms compared to total exports from the home to the host country, will be estimated in the following chapter for the Indonesian case. One may argue that in the Indonesian case two factors constitute an additional incentive for financing foreign direct investment in kind. One is the predominance of Japanese investment in Indonesia (excluding the energy sector) [Thee Kian Wie, 1984a , 1984b . Japanese parent companies seem to prefer so-called package deals in joint ventures with Indonesian counterparts [Panglaykim, 1983, p. 258; Thee Kian Wie, 1984b] . Such arrangements encompass the delivery of home country goods as a variant of investment financing. The second factor is related to the conditions under which Indonesian investors operate in joint ventures, that is lack of local capital and the requirement to take over a local majority ownership within a decade upon the start of operations.
Both factors are presumed to encourage "dummy" shareholding, that is the foreign investor purchases shares in the name of the local partner [Weinstein, 1976, pp. 388-390] . Consequently, "nominal" local equity capital is in fact foreign loan capital. Two effects may emerge from such practices. First, local equity capital may in fact be lower than indicated by officially published data on financing of realized investment. Second, the officially published debt-equity ratio may be higher than in a situation where the requirements of local majority ownership would not exist .
Under the assumption that Japanese-Indonesian joint ventures rely on loan capital to a greater extent than joint ventures with foreign investors from other countries [Thee Kian Wie, 1984b] two Such requirement can be fulfilled if the official equity capital is kept low compared to loans. However, if local equity is in fact financed through hidden foreign loans this way of equity financing would be more trade-conducive than normal local equity financing because under hidden loan financing of equity the official repayment and repatriation of the funds would no longer be possible. More incentives would then exist to pay the hidden loan in kind, that is purchasing plant equipment and conveying the property in the equipment to the local counterpart. Table 1 ] .
The energy sector comprising mainly the petroleum industry is excluded by law from Indonesian investment statistics. If this sector would be included, the US have been estimated to be the largest foreign investor [Thee Kian Wie, 1984b] . 2
Figures based on approved investment reveal a more favourable picture for non-Japanese investment. However, realization rates of such investment albeit fluctuating over years on the average remained far below the corresponding Japanese rates. Recent information on the basis of approved investment (Appendix Table 2 ) does not indicate a significant change in home country ranking except higher US approved investment than that of Hong Kong. However, what matters are the realization rates and in this regard Hong Kong-based investors which in many cases are from China and Japan have still implemented their investment to a higher degree than US investors [Langhammer /Grofi, 1986] .
Appendix (Tables 1 and 2 ). Two major findings can be derived from the tables.
First, in the process of investment implementation loan financing becomes more important. That means that on average debt-equity ratios are higher for realized than for approved investment. Loan financing in the process of realization becomes particularly Second, Japanese-Indonesian joint ventures in manufacturing have used loan financing to a much larger extent than US-Indonesian ones. This would fit into the observation that Japanese firms offer their local counterparts a package of services including financing on a loan basis.
Whether such a financing pattern has a special trade effect, for example through disbursement of loans in kind, is the key question. Thus, it may be asked whether the sectoral structure of kind/cash financing ratios coincides with the sectoral structure of loan/equity ratios.
According to unpublished data provided by the Indonesian Central Bank foreign investment has had a sizeable trade effect since.
During the 1967-1985 period foreign direct investment in Indonesia has been implemented half in cash and half in kind, that is by importing goods (Table 3) Table 3 mainly to Japanese investment.
We have therefore applied a rank correlation between the sectoral loan/equity ratios of Japanese realized investment (Table 1) with the sectoral kind/cash financing ratios (Table 4 ) in order to test the above-mentioned hypothesis. The result is surprising at 
Kind/cash financing ratios of foreign -0.74** direct investment in Indonesia, by ( 9 ) sectors 1967-1983 * significant at the 1 per cent level ** significant at the 2 per cent level Number in brackets denotes the number of observations. -Fixed assets per worker calculated by Hasan, 1981 , pp. 50-51, cited in: Hill, 1985 This result is based on all sectors including primary and tertiary activities. If we limit the analysis to the manufacturing sector which comprises nine out of a total of sixteen sub-sectors we can further address the question whether the production technique applied by foreign-based subsidiaries correlates with the implementation pattern as well as with the debt-equity structure of Japanese investment. The expected outcome is that for relative capital-intensive industries within the manufacturing sector the financial structure of Japanese investment shows high loans parts, whereas investment implementation is characterized by high cash parts . While the high capital intensity of investment in some industries results in a considerable import of foreign loans and is therefore consistent with high loan-equity ratios, the link of equity financing to investment implementation in kind and similarly, of loan financing to implementation in cash requires a Table 4 shows that statistically significant results are only obtained for Japanese investment and its financing pattern and not for US investment implemented in a smaller number of sectors. This finding supports our view that both implementation pattern and capital-intensity of production in foreign-based firms operating in Indonesia are mainly influenced by the pattern and the production techniques of Japanese investment and that US investment has very different patterns. 14 more detailed interpretation .
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A possible explanation of this statistical result is related to the investment regulations which foreign investors face in Indonesia. When local shareholders are required to hold a majority of equity in the joint ventures after a decade it may be profitable for foreign investors to pay their initial equity contribution in kind, i.e. plant equipment, and convey the ownership of the equipment to local nationals later on. In doing so, they would keep transaction costs low and perhaps could gain an extra-profit, that is the difference between the nominal value of the equity share and the time value of the equipment which had already 2 been depreciated .
IV Trade Effects of Foreign Direct Investment in Indonesia
Information on how foreign direct investment in Indonesia has been implemented, in cash or in kind, provides preliminary eviThe third outcome from Table 4 that high capital intensity in manufacturing industries negatively correlates with low kind/ cash financing ratios is consistent with the two other significant correlations. 2
The observed statistical correlation does not contradict the observation reported by Weinstein [1976, pp. 389-390] that foreign direct investment in Indonesia is generally characterized by high debt/equity ratios, since the correlation coefficient is not estimated on the basis of the absolute level of these ratios but on their sectoral ranking. Table 2 suggests that relatively low ratios for Japanese-Indonesian joint ventures prevailed in some labour-intensive light industries as well as in the primary sector. In these activities dominated by medium-sized firms local counterparts are likely to be more easily available in order to take over'foreign equity in kind than in the capital-intensive industries being larger in size and smaller in number.
dence on the trade effects per unit of realized investment. However, it does not allow for assessing the importance of trade created by foreign investment in total exports from the home to the host country. Such an assessment requires data on the absolute amount of realized investment of home countries and on the kind/cash financing ratios by sectors and home countries. While data exist with respect to realized investment (Appendix Table   1 ) , kind/cash financing ratios for individual home countries are lacking. For the subsequent analysis we have assumed that average kind/cash ratios for each sector apply to all home countries.
This procedure leads to the following amounts of financing in 2 kind, that is investment-induced imports from the home countries Disaggregated data for realized investment in Indonesia by five major home countries (Hong Kong, Japan, Netherlands, USA and West Germany) as well as for total foreign investment exist for the period 1967-March 1983. Thus, there is a three months' difference in period coverage between the data of the kind/cash financing ratios (Table 3 ) available at year-end and the figures on realized investment by home countries (Appendix Table 1 ) . Apart from this lacking full overlap data are widely compatible as it is signalled by the difference in total realized investment of only 2 per cent between 1967 -March 1983 and 1967 -end 1982 . Hong Kong investment is excluded in the following, as we assume that such investment is not accompanied by significant exports from Hong Kong to Indonesia. 2
There is a second implicit assumption involved in estimating trade effects, that is implementation in kind to be equal to goods imports of the host country from the home country. It is hence excluded that purchases of goods to implement investment are made from other sources than the home country. This assumption is supported by the observation that in Indonesia 1976/77 87 per cent of total Japanese subsidiaries' imports of inputs came from Japan and only the rest |from third countries (MITI, 1977, An analysis of the financial structure of foreign investment suggests that financing in kind was rather linked to the equity than the loan share in total foreign investment of Japan, the dominating home country in investment in Indonesia. In 1967 -1982 sectors and industries with a high share of equity financing and implementation in kind were agriculture, the paper industry, and Source : Unpublished data provided by the Bank Indonesia.
